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Campus Calendar
· Visions from the Appalachian
in the Student Union Art Gallery
from 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. daily.

Wednesday, Jan. 19

• Study of Hebrews in W02 5 from
noon until 1 p.m., sponsored by
Life and Truth.

· AOD workshop at 3 p.m. in

El57A Student Union.
· NPHC meeting at 4 p.m. in
El 56A Student Union.
· African Dance at 5:30 p.m. in
the Student Union Upper Hearth
Lounge.
· Karate at 6:30 p.m. in the
Student Union Gymnasium B.
·Lambda Union meeting at 7
p.m. in El 56C Student Union.
· Wright Engineering Council
meeting at 7:30 p.m. in El 63A
Student Union.
· Muslim prayers at 1:15 and
3:30 p.m. in W025 Student Union.
. "U.S. and China Relations: Past,
Present, and Future Challenges"
lecture by Dr. Ren Donglai from 7
to 8:15 p.m. in 330 Millett Hall,
sponsored by the Office of the
Dean for College of Liberal Arts
and Department of Political
Science.
• UAB hosts College Bowl: A
Team Trivia Contest in El 54
Student Union from 7:30 to 10
p.m. Contact UAB at 775-5500 for
more information.
· Freshman Council Meeting at 6

p.m. in Wl69B Student Union.
• Study of Hebrews in W02 5
Student Union from noon to 1
p.m. sponsored by Life and
Truth.
· Ice Cream Social in E157
Student Union from 7 to 9 p.m.
· Habitat for Humanity meeting
at 8:30 p.m. in Wl69B Student
Union.
Thursday, Jan. 20
• TRIUMPH, an organization for
students with disabilities and
their friends, will meet at 4 p.m.
in El56C Student Union. Call
Connie at 426-7951 for more
information.
• Muslim prayers at 1:15 and
3:30 p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• International Business Club
meeting at 4 p.m. in 219 Rike
Hall.
• Wheelchair Football in the
Student Union Gymnasium at
6:30 p.m.
• Martin Luther King Celebration
from 7 to 10 p.m. in the Student
Union Atrium.
• Baptist Collegiate Ministries
meeting at 6:30 p.m. in E163
Student Union.
· Beta Theta Pi meeting in El 56B
Student Union at 7 p.m.
• Big Brothers, Big Sisters
meeting at 7 p.m. in the Student
Union Faculty Dining Room.
· Alpha Kappa Alpha meeting at

7:30 p.m. in Wl69B and Wl69C
· Student Union.
Friday, Jan. 21
• Muslim prayers at 2 and 3:30
p.m. in W025 Student Union.
· Phi Alpha Delta, Pre-Law
Fraternity meeting at 2 p.m. in
43 7 Millett Hall.
• African Students United
meeting at 5 p.m. in El63A
Student Union.
• Study of Revelation at 7 p.m. in
W025 sponsored by Life and
Truth.
· Latinos Involved in Further
Education meeting at 5 p.m. in
126 Allyn Hall.
Saturday, Jan. 22
• Wheelchair Basketball in
Student Union Gymnasium from
9 to 11 a.m.
Sunday, Jan. 23
. Burlap to Cashmere Concert
with Shrug at 7 p.m. in Student
Union Multipurpose Room.
Tickets available at Dayton area
Christian bookstores for $12.
Groups of 10 or more cost $10
each, and the concert will cost
$14 the day of the show.
• Delta Zeta meeting at 3 p.m. in
El 56A Student Union.
• Zeta Tau Alpha meeting in
Wl69B and Wl69C Student
Union at 4 p.m.
· Phi Mu meeting at 5 p.m. in
El57B Student union.

flaunt

· Alpha Xi Delta meeting at 5:30
p.m. in El 63B Student union.
• Phi Sigma Phi meeting at 5:30
p.m. in El 54 Student Union.
· Delta Tau Delta meeting at 6:30
p.m. in El 63A Student Union.
·Beta Theta Pi meeting at 7 p.m.
in El 5 7 A Student Union.
· Life and Truth meeting at 7:30
p.m. in W02 S Student Union.
Monday, Jan. 24
• Muslim prayers at 1:15 and
3:30 p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• Student Entrepreneurs United
meeting from 4 to 5 p.m. in
El 5 7 A Student Union.
• Ski Club meeting at 7 p.m. in
El56B Student Union.
Tuesday, Jan. 25
• Muslim prayers at 1:15 and
3:30 p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• Phi Sigma Pi meeting at 5:30
p.m. in Wl69C Student Union.
• NPHC meeting at 6 p.m. in
El 5 7B Student Union.
Wednesday, Jan. 26
• Muslim prayers at 1:15 and
3:30 p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• Study of Hebrews in W02 5
Student Union from noon to 1
p.m. sponsored by Life and
Truth.
• NPHC meeting at 4 p.m. in
E156A Student Union.
• Coffee House on the
Rathskellar Stage from 7 to 10
p.m. sponsored by Vision
Mentoring.

mischief was reported in the
College Park Apartments
ASSAULT
Jan. 1 I: -An incident of
aggravated menacing was
reported in the Student
•
Union.

lARCENY/IHEFT
Jan. 7: A theft from a motor

vehicle was reported on
Village Drive.
Jan. 8: A theft from a motor
vehicle was reported in
Parking Lot 7.
Jan. 8: A theft from a motor
vehicle was reported on
Springwood Lane.
Jan. 9: A theft from a motor
vehicle was reported on Zink
Road.
Jan. 9: A theft from a motor
vehicle was reported in
Parking Lot 10.
Jan. 9: A theft from a motor
vehicle was reported in
Parking Lot 7.
Jan.12: A theft was reported
in Rike Hall.

Ofhtulea

Stop by student Life and Check Out the
OpenHouse on Thursday, January 20, 2

? e following are upcoming ev

February 8 - Good Morning - Millett Stu
Febraury 21 - Good Evening - Rike Stuuy
March 6 - Good Morning - Millett Study '!0F79
March 13,14,15 - Finals S·rvi
Refreshments will be serv

•

ARSON/RELATED
Jan. 7: An incident of criminal
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Cyberplagiarism in the classroom
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By Chie Watanabe
For The Guardian
I received my grade
from the professor in the
English class in which I
• struggling.
Her comments read,
"Very good, careful notes
throughout ... I almost
Suspected
you've
found a
Japanese

transla-

tion!"

Feel-

ing her

com-

ments
must be

a compli-

ment,I

and "Cheater"
(www.cheater.com).
From Shakespeare
analysis to chemistry
experiment reports, many
varieties and subjects of
research papers are
available on the Internet.
Kenneth A. Sahr,
founder of the "School
Sucks"
site, said

Pla/gi•ci-rize 7years

!~~tin

v., To take ideas, ,"
writings, etc. from regisanother and pass
them off as one's
OWI.

Webster's Dictionary

thought
back to
the fact
that through the Internet I
tried to find a Japanese
translation of
Hawthorne's The House of
Seven Gables, a reading

list seemed beyond my

Tl1sh skill.

his site
tered
more
thanone
million
hits, and

advertis-

ing
revenue
reached $5,000 per
month.
By simply using a
search agent such as
Altavista
(www.altavista.com) or

Lycos (www.lycos.com)

six or seven years ago
Clinton never imagined
computer use would reach
the heights that it has
particularly
the area of
cyberplagiarism.
There are many sites
on the Web that sell term

and typing in "term
papers," students can find
more than 50
cyberplagiarism sites
offering hundreds of
ready-to-hand-in papers.
If you're thinking
about trying out one of
these sights, think hard.
Wright State professors
are aware of these
Internet paper mills. In
fact, a five-page list of
active Internet term paper
sites was distributed to
faculty members, making
it easy for them to check
up on shady students.
In other words, many
professors have themselves used the Internet
to catch cyberplagiarism.
By taking certain keywords from the suspicious papers, professors
can look into a search
engine and find the exact
source of the paper.
"If I can find the
plagiarized article in 15
minutes ... that's how
much effort they are
putting into it," said
Kevin Laverty, a Univer-

(www. schoolsucks.com)

tant business professor.
Some schools are

After hours of surfing
the Net, I found that no
major publishing companies made the Japanese
edition and, after wasting
time, failed to submit my
first assignment on time.
Many people now rely
on the Internet for information we used to ask
friends and family for. A
large part of school
budgets go toward new
computer equipment, and
even some elementary
school students know
when and how to engage
in cyberspace.
One of President
Clinton's emphasized

goals, rapid popularization of computers
throughout the nation,

iii's to be happening.
Wever, I suppose that

% ers, such as "School
sucks"

sity of Washington assis-

more serious than others
about punishing online
paper mills. In 1997,
Boston University (BU)
filed a suit in federal
district court in Boston
against eight companies
selling term papers.
"It's a matter of academic integrity for us,"
said Robert B. Smith,
associte counsel for the
university.
The sued companies,
on the other hand, believed that the First
Amendment would always
be on their side.
"How can they ever
win against a company
providing information,
even if someone later

tries to misuse it?" asked

Barton Lowe, the owner of
one of the companies
sued by BU.
Harvey A. Schwartz, a
lawyer for "Al
Termpapers" and "The
Paper Store," also sued by
BU, claimed that the
university should punish
the students, not try to
stop the online paper
companies.
"The appropriate
response is for a school to
say plagiarism is wrong
and if you are caught
doing it, you will be
punished," said Schwartz.
Yet Sahr ("School
Sucks") has a different
perspective on whom to
blame- not the students,
the professors.
"Unlike the rest of the
real world, the education
system has no checks and
balances," said Sahr. "By
forcing mediocre prof essors, who have been
giving the same assignments since the Truman
administration, to rethink
their assignments and
maybe even add a bit or
creativity to them, [the
site] is education's check
and balance."
Although the court's
ruling may have been a
setback for paper mills

was fired after allegedly
lifting jokes in his article
from another person's
well-known book. He

and quickly, that no one
seems to be able to control its current.
At the time when the

read the book but heard
the phrase from a friend,
who knew it was from the
Internet.
Many of us grew up
humming our favorite
songs on the radio,
memorizing a nice phrase
from a magazine, and
trying to be like someone
in the movies or on television.
Yet not long ago it was
often obvious that we
were far from whom we
wanted to be. These days,
detailed information
flows so freely,

and identity is rapidly
getting blurred, I'm afraid
that soon we will see

claimed that he had never definition of originality

and cyberplagiarism, this

kind of blaming game
around the Internet
doesn't seem to be ending.
Last year, for instance,
Mike Barnicle, a 25-year
Boston Globe columnist,

ot

'>

ye?ii?iii?l

almost no differences

among individuals.
Cyberplagiarism
seems to reflect a real
dawn of the technology
age, and to some extent,
the price we have paid for
our supposedly wiredsociety appears to be
quite expensive for many
of us.

Chie Watanabe graduated from
Wright State in December '99 with a
degree in communication. She is a
native of Tokyo, Japan.
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Nutter Center rakes - in another award

By Leslie Benson

Assistant News Editor
Wright State
University's Ervin J. Nutter
Center has been ranked as
one of the top 10 facilities
nationwide for the ninth
year in a row.
Amusement Business
Magazine compiled the list
of facilities in their December 1999 issue and recog-

nized the Nutter Center as

one of the premier sports
and entertainment-venues
in the country.
"It's a prestigious

honor, and we're very

proud. There is a lot of·
competition among facili-

ties, and this just tells us
we're doing our jobs well,"
said John Siehl, executive
director of the Nutter
Center.

"The reason why

of events as possible,
because our community is
very diverse," said Siehl.
With
a gross
capacity
to

[1999]," said Siehl.

Over the past few
years, the Nutter Center

accom-

modate
over

12,000

people,
the
Nutter
Center
hosts
over 50

ig an ice surface several years

0

perfor- The Nutter Center was ranked as one of the top 10 faoi!ities throughout the nation.
each year.

"We are a multi-pur-

school athletic events,"

offer as diverse a mixture

said Siehl.

By Leslie Benson

in Dayton. There was a
demand for a sexual
assault support group
this year, and we were
frustrated about not
knowing where to refer
people, so we decided to
hold our own group. I've
worked with trauma
survivors before, but this
will be my first time

Federation (WWF), Korn,
Red Hot Chili Peppers, Neil
Diamond, and possibly
Creed, Britney Spears or
the Backstreet Boys," said
Siehl.
The Nutter Center has
also been involved in
numerous building improvements.
"We had the Nutter
Center roof fixed last
g Summer, updated Parking

g rooms last year, and added

tional
touring
concerts
and

mances

at the Nutter Center will

include Cher, the Lord ll
the Dance, World Wrestiag

g% Lot 9,· added dressing

na-

people are attracted to the pose venue that hosts a
Nutter Center is certainly
variety of concerts, family
driven by the acts and
shows, and sporting events
events we offer, but it's the including Wright State
good experiences people
athletics, professional ice
have while they're here
hockey with the Dayton
that keeps them coming
Bombers and Ohio high

back. Our mission is to

Since opening in December 1990, the Nutter
Center has had at least one

major event each year,
according to Siehl.
"Frank Sinatra performed in 1990, and then

we hosted performances
by Neil Diamond, Rod
Stewart. and Boyz II Men
[19951, The Who [1996],

Reba McIntire and Brooks
Dunn [1997], Yanni
[1998] and Elton John

and

has also hosted concerts
by Bob Dylan, the Brian
Setzer Orchestra, Black
Sabbath, Korn, Jay-Z,
Lynyrd Skynyrd, ZZ-Top,
TLC and Amy Grant. Other
events include Champions
on Ice, the U.S. Hot Rod

Thundernationals, WWF

and Discover Stars on Ice.

"Rig upcoming events

~ ago to host the Dayton
se2 Bombers. We are looking
if to create more storage
areas and additional
dressing rooms in the
future," said Siehl.
According to Siehl,
there is a large amount of

student interaction wit jdllfli

the Nutter Center, and P'
encourages more students'
support at the Wright State
basketball events.
"We are extremely
grateful to Wright State
and the community for
their support," said Siehl.

xual assault victims get new support group

Assistant News Editor

Wright State
University's Center for
Psychological Services will
sponsor meetings the
remainder of the year to
meet the needs of anyone
on campus dealing with a
sexual assault experience.

Led by Tracy
Sizemore, M.S., and
Sophia Kallergis, M.A.,

working with a sexual

assault survivors group,"

said Sizemore.
The SASG will address
both practicum students
in the Center for Psycho- issues such as anger,
blame, guilt, self-esteem,
logical Services, the
. self-destructive behavior,
Sexual Assault Survivors
and dating and family
Group (SASG) will be a
relationships.
free service to support
"As a therapy group,
those who need it.
we are interested in
"Unfortunately, there
sharing our experiences
aren't many support
groups for trauma victims and problems. We will

provide support .for one
another and learn about
typical reactions that
arise after a traumatic

experience," said

Sizemore.
The Psychological
Center is searching for a
maximum of eight people
to join the support group.

"The main bulk of

people that come to the
group will be from our
Psychological Services
Center. They can join the
group for the remainder
of the quarter or stay with
us until the end of
spring," said Sizemore.
According to
Sizemore, sexual assault
is a sensitive issue that
many may be reluctant to
discuss.

"Typically, our groups
don't get a lot of participation, but we hope that
people will join this one.
College students will feel
more comfortable being in

a support group with

their peers. It will be a
homogeneous group of
students who are all in
the same boat. Even if
students are hesitant
about joining us, the
Center for Psychological
Services offers individual
counseling for people
concerned with any issue," said Sizemore .
"There is a great deal
of power in a support
group. It's a non-threatening atmosphere, and
individuals can gain
strength by talking to

their peers and sharing
similar experiences. You
gain wisdom and encouragement by sharing
success stories and compassion, because when
you help others, they help
you," said Amy Sues,
associate director of
Student Life.

"The SASG at Wrig!lam
State have been succesill"

ful in the past. This group
will be just as successful,"
said Sues.
The SASG will meet on
Mondays beginning Jan.
24 from 3 to 4:30 p.m. in
the Frederick A. White
Health Center. Those
interested in joining the

group can call the Cerl®
for Psychological Seri!
at 775-3407.
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New
life
at
Wright
State
/·=n
Kodak
awards
»
sops+owe csarc,, '/SU's Motion Picture
W ednesday,

For The Guardian

Wright State
University's Office of
Student Life and Student
Relations will host an open

an\®e to officially unveil

@le remodeled office areas

and Commuter Lounge.
The open house will
take place on Jan. 20 from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in W035 of
the Student Union in
conjunction with the Good
Morning and Good Evening
Commuters program.
The event will give
those on campus an opportunity to see the new home
to all the Student Life
offices, as well as Student
Relations, who oversee the
Vision Mentoring and

p pggram with a grant

ii;sic owoo id"ilesovice-

grams, and is a liaison for
Student Legal Services.

was created to better serve
the students in a central-

to introduce the new layout
of the area, and students
can come and relax and get
something to eat while

Heard, assistant to the
president for student
affairs and director of
Student Relations.

what's here," said Katie
Deedrick, director of
Student Life.
One attraction will be
the new area for the Commuter Lounge which is now
more visible since it is no
longer behind the main
office area.
The relocated and
expanded space includes a
large screen television, new
furniture, and a refrigerator and microwave will be
added in the near future.

the renovated offices,
students will also be
treated to free food, music
and entertainment.
Door prizes will be
given away throughout the
day, and caricaturist Jodie
Flemming will be on hand
to draw those in attendance.
For more information
or if you have any further
questions regarding Student Life or the open
house, call 775-5570.

getting aquatinted with

By Katherine L. Gutwein
News Editor

In addition to seeing

Ca

due by

· ing publica

1

or if you h
Katy or

j

enabling film schools to
undertake production
projects beyond their
Wright State
normal budgetary scope
University's Motion
and will enrich the
Picture Program has
educational experience
been awarded a $2,000
of future film makers
grant from the Eastman studying at this school,"
Kodak Company, and the said John Mason, manmoney will be used to
ager of marketing programs for Kodak's Proassist student film
fessional Motion Imaging
projects.
business unit.
"The grant is going
"The award is given
toward 16mm negative
to schools based on the
film for junior and
senior students to shoot prior history of work
thesis films on," said
from students, faculty
Mark Lyons, facilities
and staff. Due to the
manager for the Motion quality of Wright State's
. program, we have won
Picture Department.
"A single roll of film this for several years
now," said Lyons.
is about 400 feet long
and represents 10 minThe Eastman Kodak
utes of screen time, but Company has awarded
costs around $120. This more than $1 million
grant allows us to award since the grant program
projects two or three
started in 1991.
rolls, which greatly
For more information
offsets the cost of thesis of Wright State's Motion
Pictures Program, stop
"This product grant by their office at Tl48
program rewards acaCreative Arts Center, or
call 775-3072.

775-5538]"±=:v»
4
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• Marchers remember slain civil rights leader Dr. Martin

Luther King Jr. during Monday's march in Dayton. The
march ended with a rally at Courthouse Square. About
3,000 people showed up to support the cause, and a
banquet was held later in the evening at the Dayton
..,. Convention Center. People of different ages, races and
'
backgrounds attended both events.

Internet Security class offered at wsu
.9
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By Dawn Saunders

Production Assistant

As a part of President
Clinton's computer
security initiative,

computer security systems from

Wright State is offering a

building

rity.

scratch.

course in Internet secu-

Computer Science
499 (CS 499), Internet
Security, will focus on

The course also
discusses current events
pertaining to Internet

ment promising to use
the information learned
in the course for the
good of society.
CS 499 started this
quarter and is being

tage must be a

ity," said Mateti.

.

"It won't be long
before computer terms
like 'Trojan Horses,
smurfing, spoofing and

ceMorenvoveal «y.@caoocaw
+
or Mateti,
uoacaassociate
ymoaa
reoae ares taaus
secure software, elecprofes- as 'surfing the® @lb
Now is your time to show your school spirit
by nominating a Homecoming King and
Queen for the WSU Basketball game on February 12th. Take advantage of this great Opportunity and nominate an individual to represent a college, organization, or just someone
that you believe would be a positive representative for WSU! More information and applications are available in the Greek Office, WO 15,
Student Union. Applications due January
28th by 12:00 p.m.

tronic commerce and sor at the College of

new security protocols,
firewalls that protect
security networks, and
detection and documentation of intrusions.
Students are required
to sign an ethics state-

Engineering and Computer Science.
"With the threat of
cyber terrorism underscored by Y2K concerns,
protecting computers
against computer sabo-

SPRING 5KL.AK SUPER SALE!!!!
CANCUN* JAMAICA *NASSAU

Save $50 on Second Semester Blowout!
CALLNOW!l!

800-293-1443

www.StudentCity.com

now."

Wright State's CS
499 class is being
funded by the National
Science Foundation.
The $69, 000, twoyear grant was awarded
provided that the course
will develop a web site
and have the lecture
notes on-line.
Additional funds are
being provided by
Wright State's department of Computer Science and Engineering.
More information on
the course can be found
at http://
www.cs.wright.edu/

·pmateti/Courses/
499.html.

We> w:Mt Be WSU oat al,ta Yao?
Nominate your parent or guardian for the

WSU Parent of the Year!

♦Nomination forms can be picked up in the Office of Student Life, W036
Student Union.

% All

nominations must be submitted by 5:00 pm,
the Office of Student Life, W036 Student Union.

January 21, 2000, to

♦ Award recipients will be honored during the Parents' Weekend brunch

on Sunday, February 6, 2000. Winners receive complimentary tickets to

the brunch and a $100 gift certificate to the WSU Bookstore.

Contact the Office of Student

Life (775-5572) with questions.

®
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As Supreme Court deliberates, other issues arise

As of today, the Supreme Court begins deliberating the constitutionality of Colorado's so-called
"bubble law." The law states that protester must
maintain a distance of eight feet from paitients
and employees within 100 feet of
a health care facility.
The law is aimed at striking a
balance between the free-speech

threaten the bodily safety of the people who engage
the opposed activities. Anyone who saw any of the
World Trade Organization disruption in Seattle can
understand that concept.
An across-the-board application
of this kind of law would protect
free speech and make protesters
seem less alienated, less extreme. It

rights of pro-life forces and the

4
]

compromise. It will never satisfy

-iigl

bodily integrity of abortion clinic
paitients and workers.
As far as such things go, it
actually seems to be a pretty fair

could have the effect of opening up

thorny questions of law and ethics
to a wider discourse.
How many people oppose animal
testing or corporate injustice, bur

would rather not be associated with

the people at the far reaches of
~--~~
the people who throw paint on fur
both sides of the issue, of course.
or physically blockade the offices of
Both pro-choice and pro-life
multinational corporations?
camps will see such legislation as
In America, we cannot afford to
fundamentally flawed.
marginalize those who hold dissenting or unpopular
But it is exactly the kind of measure that the
opinions.
reasonable majority of Americans would support.
This is the surest way to drive them to further
The most glaring problem with this legislation
extremism, as they feel less and less connected to
is that it singles out groups that oppose one social society at large. It also makes a lie of this nation's
issue. Other kinds of protests turn violent and
stated commitment to tolerance and diversity.

Letters to the Editor'
:

The Guardian a friend to Fidel"

It is strange that it takes the case of a little boy
fleeing a Communist country for the Left to see the
importance of the nuclear family. Those who are
calling for little Elian Gonzalez to be returned to
Cuba are, for the most part, people of a singular
political persuasion, which is known to sympathize
with Marxists to begin with.
People who have closely watched the Gonzalez
case over the last few weeks, who have seen the
staged demonstrations and the "speeches" made in
Cuba by Elian's father, can clearly see that Mr.
Gonzalez is being forced into fighting for Elian's
return to Cuba by the Cuban government so that
Castro may use the boy as a propaganda tool. MSNBC
even reported shortly before Christmas that Mr.
Gonzalez had made contact with his relatives in the
U.S. in a secretive way, and told them to "take good
care of Elian," and that his actual wish was that the
boy remain in the U.S., where he can be safe. Everyone
at The Guardian seems to forget that Cuba has a long
[hi
.:
1story o f severe ·hy persecuting
peop il e w rh o attempt to
escape to the U.S. and fail, and Elian would be no
exception. The Guardian's editors also seem to
dismiss the idea that a dictatorial rogue like Fidel
Castro might be forcing Elian's father into a fight over
this matter because Castro makes as his life-long goal
the humiliation of the United States, and this would
be his perfect chance to try and do just that. You
don't believe the Cuban government is forcing this
case on Mr. Gonzalez? So then you believe Fidel
Castro-a man with REAL credibility, right?
The Guardian forgot two key points about this
unique immigration case that makes it different from
other examples mentioned in last week's editorial.

Sports/Spotlight: 775-5536\.

Unlike most other people who come to this country from
the Third World, Elian and his mother were going to claim
political asylum. People from many other countries often
do not claim political asylum. If they did, and they can
prove their case, the U.S. has a very generous asylum
policy. It so happens that we don't need much proof to
know that Elian will be "re-educated" if he returns to
Cuba. Because of this, he would otherwise qualify for
political asylum.
The second factor is the so-called "wet feet, dry feet"
rule. This standing rule of action with regard to Cuban
refugees, basically says that if a Cuban is captured at sea
trying to immigrate, he or she must be returned to Cuba.
However, if the Cuban's feet touch dry American land, he
or she is allowed to stay. If The Guardian really thinks
that the INS really ruled on behalf of Elian's best interests, perhaps you should think again. In the end, the INS
ruled, based not on Elian's best interest, as they claim,
but based on current immigration practices.
If Elian's best interests [are] in Cuba, what do you
suppose he and his mother were trying to flee in
place? To believe that little Elian would be best suited gP
returning to Cuba is to believe another of Castro's lies.
Castro will not tell the truth until Hell itself freezes over.
The people of this country should welcome Elian with
open arms. It should be our desire, as lovers of freedom,
to see to it that Elian has the best way of life he can. If
nothing else, we will keep Castro from using this innocent little boy as a tool of anti-American propaganda.

the f,

pa co..

Chairman, WSU College Republicans

Wednesday,

·Sympathizers
beware

Responding to the opinion in Wednesday's paper
("Who speaks for Elian?" Jan. 12) regarding the plight of
the little Cuban boy, let me put it to you this way. MFSB
(Mother, Father, Sister, Brother) is all moot. This boy's
plight is really about Liberty and FREEDOM. Those [are
the] two pillars over which this very country was established. How many families from Eastern Europe lived
without their loved ones, for years in many cases, in
order to live in freedom? The passion to be free was the
driving force that kept hope alive in so many people
trapped behind the iron curtain.
A 'free' world comes about one person at a time.
Sending the boy back to Cuba compromises freedom, one
person at a time. So let the Cuban Commies and their
sympathizers cry over the one that got away. They can
cry forever, but they'll get no sympathy! As far as this
situation is concerned, the rest is psychological masturbation. The kid stays!

•

John E. Figueroa, President
L.I.F.E. (Latinos Involved In Further Education)
Senior, Electrical Engineering
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Castro plays. politics with tragic results

While taking a break from studying at Dunbar Library today, I picked up a copy of
the latest Guardian, and was absolutely flabbergasted that a Wright State student would
actually want to condemn this young man, "who has gone through so much" to Communist
I believe most of us are at Wright State University to improve not just our minds,
but also our "lot in life," and that is exactly what Elian's mother was trying to do! Why
in heaven's name would we not give this young man the same chance that any person
desiring freedom and a chance to better themselves is given when they reach our
shores?
The politics of this tragic situation are all of Castro's doing, and just as he outsmarted John Kennedy in 1962 and Jimmy Carter in 1980, Castro has worked Bill
Clinton like a puppet master, gaining a position where he enjoys a "win-win" situationif Elian is sent back to Cuba, Castro is a hero, and if he is allowed to stay with his
extended family in Florida, Castro has an emotional issue he can use to help make the
people of Cuba momentarily forget the miserable conditions they suffer under.
The editorial tries to make a case for the father's rights, but what about Elian's?
After viewing the "Nightline" interview with Elian's father, where he threatened to break
the necks of US Senators and shoot guns at the citizens of south Florida, is it any
wonder Elian wants to stay with his extended family? As for the editorial's swipe at
Promise Keeper's, what ever happened to the "It Takes A Village" mantra of the Clinton
supporters?
Bottom Line: No one who risks their life to escape tyranny should ever have to be
forced to return it. That was true in 1620, and hopefully it is still true in 2000 .

Cuba!

Bill West
Senior, Education

.
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By Angelle Haney

O-Ed Editor

.what doya'knov

Sometime last

Online options needed

I feel that the bookstores have the advantage because
they are the only ones who actually know what books the
professors are using. It would be nice if there was a place
am line that I could look and see what book I am going to
heed for the next quarter for a certain class. Currently, it
is just a lot easier to go to the bookstore, see what books
I need and buy them. If there was a way that we could go
online, see what books we need, and then go to an online
trading center or other online book store to compare
prices. I think it would be a waste of my time to go to the
bookstore, see what books I need, write them down, and
then go back to the Internet to see if they are even available. I would like to make the College Store and University Book Store my last option instead of my first option.

=

Dan Bitler
Junior, Wright State
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got something yo
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1e that, for all of
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andengineering expertise,
tookyou 20we apparently can't figure
s the quad. outhow to send one
r,myworst
person, with a watch, to set
with this time·the clocks.
mena has be
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. . . . . wa · •· ed out of Oelman Hall

write about." 'found, upon entering
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dangers of being c19 edit
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everybody has their
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itin print.
It's a lot like bei".
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.I'm asking for is a

theCreative Arts building(I watch. The same watch.
± ow "creative" is in the
Idon't even care if that

comedian. Everybody and title of thebuilding, but
one, magical watch is right.
Every clock on this
you this hilarious thing
Itook the elevator from campus could be one hour
they thought of, just'°
the tunnels to the third
and sixteen minutes fast,

their Uncle Ed wants to tell thisis ridiculous).
other day.
So I brace mysel
the ineVitable, an..
"Oh, yeah, Ken, what'
that?" ,
,
"Theclocks on this
campus.

floor.Theclass was at
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nd the:eltvator stopped at
every floor, so my odyssey
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Frankly, it would be a

massive improvement and,

after all, Iam a college
senior--Ican do the math.
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NEED MSNEY FOR COLLEGE??

Local Abrasives Manufacturing Company now accepting

applications for:

1st or 2nd SHIFT/ FULL or PART TIME

The nation's leader in college
marketing is seeking an
energetic, entrepreneurial
student for the position of
campus rep.

Great earnings
Set your own hours
Part-time

No sales involved

5-10 hours per week

American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA

800.487.2434 Ext.4651

campusrep@americanpassage.com

FLEXIBLE HOU.RSI

Great for school schedule.
# First Year Pay: $7.00-$8.00/hr
t On-the-job Vocational Training
Full Time Benefits Include...
• Medical Insurance

401(k) and Profit Sharing

• Paid Vacation and Holidays
• Chlldcare Assistance Program
• Flexible Spending Benefit for Healthcare
• Uniform Service

Looking for positive, team-oriented people for a variety
of positions in our state-of-the-art facility.
Apply in person at: Ali Industries, Inc.
611 Yellow Springs-Fairfield Road, Fairborn
(Just off 1-675 at the State Route 235 Exit)
Ali Industries is a drug &I smoke free facility.

University Medicine/Pediatrics

INTERNAL MEDICINE
Gerald Crites, M.D.
Howard Part, M.D.
Barbara L. Schuster, M.D.
Maria Wright, M.D.

INTERNAL MEDICINE &
PEDIATRICS
Chad K. Brands, M.D.
Cynthia H. Ledford, M.D.
Gary M. Onady, M.D., Ph.D.

Same Day Appointments Frequently Available!!!

Hours:
8:30-5:00p.m.
Monday - Friday
Phone: (937) 775-4580
Fax: (93 7) 775-2944

Convenient Prescription Refills

At WSU Pharmacy

Located Downstairs
Frederick A. White Health Center 3640 Col. Glenn Hwy. Dayton, OH 45435
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New exhibition offers
aadiversity of works

Undressed

Renaissance pieces to Comtemporary
art styles to grace Wright State's gallery
By Russell Florence

Staff Writer

Wright State University Art Galleries pre-

Wayman, Outreach
Assistant to the Gallery
Coordinator.
"It is a very colorful show, each piece is
not completely in black

recent work in
printmaking (black and
white etchings, handpainted aquatints and
colored prints).
The show explores
the artist's journey
into a new realm
of expression, and
testimony to his
ever-open attitude
toward the act of
creation.
"The metal
plate/etchings of
Resika's artwork is
fascinating," said
Wayman.

Both exhibi-

tions are free and
open to the public.
The Galleries are
located in the Creative
Arts Center. Gallery
hours are
Tuesday
through
Friday,

and white".
sents "Drawing from
Also, many pieces in
Perception III" along
the "Drawing from Perwith "Form and Atmoception III" exhibition
sphere: The
Etchings of
Paul Resika"
now until
"It's a very strong exhibit, each body of worl
January 30.
Sixty
shows the strength of the media."
drawings in
various media
-Linda Anderson, clerical assistant to the

by contemporary artists
from across
the country

are repre-

sented in the "Drawing
from Perception III"
exhibit.
Each piece represents the finest current
examples of drawing
from direct observation.
"It's a very strong

l:hibit, each body of
",k shows the

strength of the media,"
said Linda Anderson,
Clerical Assistant to the
Gallery Coordinator.
"One would think
that the exhibit would
be a limited exhibition,
but there is a wide
variety ranging from

&enaissance to Contem-

Jorary Abstract drawings," stated Joseph

Gallery coordinator

have been purchased.
"Form and Atmosphere: The Etchings of
Paul
Resika"
is also

a

worth-

while
exhibit

appear-

ing at

the
Gallery.
The
focus of
the
exhibit
is the

re-

nowned
painter's

1 0am-

4pm;
Saturday
and Sunday,

Noon-

information
2978.
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Spm.
For
more

call 775-

Commentary by
Cherjanet Lenzy
Spotlight Editor

to impress

to dress in. Her pant suit

This past Monday

marked the 27 annual

American Music Awards.
Among the plethora of
award shows, this one
seemed to be the most
unenthusiastic.
From not-funny-at-all
host Norm Macdonald, to
the lack of nominated
guests who actually
showed up to claim their
prizes, this show appeared to be the $ 2 O
knock-off version of a
$100 designer original.
For me the most
upsetting part of the
show was the lack of
clothing donned by flesh
exposed enthusiasts
Britney Spears and
Mariah Carey.
Carey chose a selection, which seemed
reminiscent of a full
length nursing-bra nightgown getup.
Her outfit proved
fitting as she later introduced some significant
kids.
The youngsters were
a part of the well-known
and celebrated, "Make A
Wish Foundation."
Carey went on to

had cuts that swooped
and dived into an abyss
of teenage flesh that I
would have rather not
seen.
What was most disturbing was not the
outfit itself, but the fact
that Spears was wearing
it.

We are continuously
bombarded with Britney
Spears-mania all too
often.
The topic of the

fakeness of her ever-so-

perfect breasts has been
the topic of discussion
at many a lunch table
(come on admit it, I

won't tell).

We wonder her "real"
age, her singing ability
and a host of other
curiosities.
My issue is that many
young kids look up to
Spears and want to be,
act like, and yes, dress
just like her.
I, by no means, believe that celebrities
should be role models
for the youth of America.
Still, the fact is they are
viewed in a different
light.
I think that Spears
and others like her need
to be aware of their
explain how she wasn't
influence.
sitting in her chair for
Her outfit didn't
the evening so the kids
express her singing
could take her spot.
talents (or lack thereof),
This nice gesture was but the fact that she
lost on me as I found
wear what the big girls
myself wanting to make
wear.
a wish of my own .... for
And isn't it frightenMariah to put some more ing that a little kid may
clothes on.
agree with her and
Still Carey's ensemble choose to dress the
ran a close second to the same.
disaster Spears decided
I think so.

can

Check out Burlap to Cashmere, with special
guest Shrug, on Jan. 23 at 7 p.m. in the
Multi-Purpose Room.

[New band takes grunge rock to new level
12
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By Russell Florence

Staff Writer

"In Moderation", the

latest album from 8
Stops 7, crosses the fine
line between alternative

and grunge rock.
Each song constantly
changes between those

specific iisical formats

making the album a joy for
the listener.

Spring Break 2000! All the information you
need. Panama City-Daytona-Key WestSouth Padre.
www.yourspringbreak.com

"Satisfied' sets the tone
of the album with its heavy
bass and dynamite lyrics.
"Not Alive" and "My

Would-Be-Savior" express

disillusionment and anger.
"Question Everything"

and "Good Enough" are
surprisingly mid-tempo
and both songs offer a
pensive and reflective
viewpoint on relationships.

Student Legal Services, Inc.
Last Chance!
FRIDAY, JANUARY 21, 2000 is the winter quarter deadline for Wright State
University's new Student Legal Services Program. Legal representation and advice is
covered for most legal problems encountered by students, including:

Landlord/Tenant relations, rent and security deposit disputes
All misdemeanor criminal and traffic charges, incl. DUI
Consumer, contract, and civil disputes
Preparation of simple wills

8 stops 7's latest release adds new flavor to grunge rock.

"Better" is a knockout

with its forceful, driving
tempo.

The cost is a nominal fee of $6.00 per quarter, payable to the Bursar. This program
is the best value in quality legal services available anywhere, so sign up today!
Student Legal Services, Inc.
W037 Student Union

7 75-5857

"Uninspired' provides
rich harmony and a catchy
melody and makes the
song a definite highpoint
of the album.
"Esteem" is a gem due
its lyrics about a young
girl's bout with low self-

esteem.
8 Stops 7 may seem to
have a rough exterior, but
underneath-there is a
softer side to them which
comes out in a variety of
songs.
"In Moderation" is filled

with powerful songs and

powerful lyrics which make
for a wonderful album.

NOTICE TO WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY REGISTERED STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS
IF YOUR ORGANIZATION IS INTERESTED IN APPLYING FOR AN ANNUAL BUDGET FOR

THE 2000-2001 YEAR, AN OFFICIALLY DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVE OF YOUR ORGANIZATION MUST ATTEND ONE OF TWO INFORMATION MEETINGS TO FIND OUT MORE
ABOUT THE APPLICATION PROCESS AND TO OBTAIN THE NECESSARY APPLICATION
FORMS.

STUDENT ORGANIZATION BUDGET COMMITTEE FUNDING INFO MEETING:
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19,

2000 2-3 PM

E 163A STUDENT UNION

5-6 PM

E163A STUDENT UNION

-OR-

THURSDAY, JANUARY 20, 2000

,

QUESTIONS, CONCERNS, COMMENTS STOP IN OR CALL
Carolyn Smith in the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs and Enrollans
ment Services, 775-4000, 360 University Hall.

Believe it or not, Matt Damon is Mr. Ripley
Wednesday,

•

By Russell Florence
Staff Writer

Hitchcockian thriller set
within the confines of
picturesque Italian
• settings, chic clothing
and smooth jazz.
Based on the 1955
Patricia Highsmith
suspense novel, the main
character of the film is
Tom Ripley, played by
Matt Damon. Ripley is a
sexually ambiguous,
tragic, confused sociopath who says he would
would rather be a "fake
somebody than a real
nobody" at whatever
cost.
The film showcases
the talents of its young,
attractive castand those
of acclaimed director
Anthony Minghella ("The

English Patient"),

The story begins in

•. have

1950's New York as Tom.

path ofdecep-

breakthrough role as

piano at a posh, private

attempt toget

of an obnoxious, rich,

Ripley (Damon) plays the

"The Talented Mr.
Ripley" is a semi-

party overlooking Central
Park. Ripley is wearing a
borrowed Princeton blazer
and is mistook by Herbert
Greenleaf (James Rebhorn)
as a Princeton graduate.
Greenleaf offers Ripley
$1000 to travel to Italy and
bring his son Dickie (Jude
Law), a real Princeton alum,
back to the states. Ripley
accepts the offer, travels to
Italy and ultimately falls in
love with Europe, Dickie's
life with girlfriend Marge
Sherwood (Gwyneth
Paltrow), and Dickie him-

w

±ff

tioninthe

I

I

I1

As the weeks pass,
Ripley and Dickie create a
strong bond of friendship,
but soon Dickie grows tired
of Ripley.
twist, the action begins to
thicken as the audience
follows Ripley's crooked

8

=
f

self.

After a significant plot

Dickie. His interpretation

away with his
crimes.
Damon
delivers a powerhouse performance as Ripley.
His uncanny
knack of vocal
impersonation is
used extremely
well. Damon is
E truly incredible,
s particularly in
g the latter half of
I: the film and in
the scene where
ae he confronts
E Marge who
slowly realizes
a
that Ripley has
been filling her
~ head with lies
and is not who

§

I

Matt Damon stars in "The Talented
Mr. Ripley," Damon is seen here
on the set of "Good Will Hunting."

E heappears to
be.

Jude Law is a
knockout in his

... meet new people
... make new friends
.• find ·new space to study, bond, and just relax
your caricature drawn by the WORLD'S FASTEST CARICATURIST ...

Be Our Special Guest at the Gala

carefree playboy is right
on the mark. He is the
center of attention in all
his scenes.
Anthony Minghella's
direction is slow-paced in
order to allow the characters to become fully
developed.
Minghella allows the
film to reach adequate
heights of suspense as
well, even though the
audience is aware of every
secret, lie and crime.
The visual beauty of
the film is also of mention
as well as the film's lush
score.
Already a recipient of
5 Golden Globe nominations, including Best
Picture, "The Talented Mr.

Ripley" is one of the best

films of the year, and you
can thank the talented Mr.
Damon for that .

JODI FLEMING!/!!!

Open House

For

fl The NEW Commuter Lounge

® Student Legal Services
@ Student Life

® Student Relations
Thursday, January 20

9 a.m-5 p.m.

f
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W035-39 Student Union

Ground Level of the Student Union near Student Government

Food.... Fun .... Music... Prizes
Don't Miss THE EXCITEMENT!

mp
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Sports

Wright State splits first two MCC games
By Jason Seaman
Sports Editor

It seemed as if two
completely
different teams
showed up at
the Nutter
Center this
week as the
Wright State
women's

where we don't do diddley.
We continuously broke
their press but turned the

31-20 in the

second half.
"In the
second half, we
let the press hurt
us when we
shouldn't have.
That team
presses to cover
their weaknesses,
and we just
~ played right into

The

Thursday 6349, but turned

5 it," added Fitch.
g
The Raiders

it up a notch as
they routed
In WSU'S

points at 4:2 3 left
in the game on
49 victory. WSU
was outscored

split a pair of
Midwestern
Collegiate
Conference
games.
Raiders
fell to UIC last

COIICICCC

The Flames led by 20

their way to a 63-

basketball team

Loyola 77-65.

open over a six minute
span.

-

s

Jj
_ were led by
~ senior Jess Van

$ Der Geest who

Boss] [ad [QQlIl Ilg[IS

opener, Wright Freshman Julie Christensen creates offense for WSU.
in points with 15
State built al0and rebounds
3 lead after four minutes of ball over in the halfcourt,"
with 10.
play, but UIC fought back
Junior guard Chanda
said head coach Lisa Fitch.
as each team traded basHollingsworth added four
The Flames went on an
kets.
three-pointers for 12
8-0 run and lead 32-29 at
"I thought we played
points
and four steals.
the half.
well the first eight minutes,
UIC
was led by junior
The second half bebut then we went into our
Kimberly
Henry who had a
longed to UIC who used a
usual four to five minutes
game
high
18 points, and
1 2-0 run to blow the game

freshman LaKesha Williams
chipped in 14 points.
The Raiders got their
third win of the season on
Saturday as they defeated

Loyola 77-65.

The two teams traded
baskets and lead changes
all through the first 16
minutes of the game until
WSU went on a 10-run in a
minute and 3 3 seconds.
Freshman Julie
Christensen hit four free
throws, junior Reggen
Stewart scored four points,
and Van Der Geest had a
basket. WSU led 3 7-31 at
halftime.
Wright State built on
their lead in the second
half, and it grew to 55-38
when junior guard Mandy
Jelinek and Hollingsworth
hit back to back three-point
baskets at 13: 3 9 left in the
game.
"I think we had better
focus; we executed better
and had a better game plan
tonight," said Fitch.
Four Raiders hit for
double digits in points led
by Stewart, who tied her
career high, as she boasted
24 points. ·

Senior Lenora Combs L
chipped in a double-double ®»

of 13 points and 11 rebounds. Hollingsworth
added 12 points, and
Christensen had 11 points.
Van Der Geest shot
three-for-eight from the
floor but grabbed eight
rebounds, notched six
points, tallied four assists
and four steals.
Wright State (3-11, 1-1
MCC) scored a season high
77 points in front of their
largest crowd of the season
as 64 3 people came to
watch the 12 point victory.
"It wasn't a pretty win,
but it was a win. I thought
we played well offensively.
I was still not happy with
the shot selection all the
way around, but we got
people good playing time
and shooting 4 7 percent
for us is great," added
Fitch.
Loyola's junior guards
Jenny Pavich and Ryan
Johnson scored 15 and 13
points respectively in the
losing effort.
Wright State will travel
to Butler Saturday for a 4
p.m. contest.

The Raiders winless on road trip, return home this week
.

By Tony Arnold

Staff Writer

The Wright State men's
basketball team found the
downside of being marked as

the team with the biggest

upset of the season.
The Raiders, as proud

owners of a stunning victory
over national powerhouse

Michigan State, entered

conference action with a
three game winning streak.

Wright State now owns a

three game losing streak after
dropping games at Butler,
Detroit and Cleveland State.
The tough road trip left
the green and gold 0-9 away
from home on the season.
"Part of experience is to
be able to play at a high level,
game after game, day after
day. Our young guys come
out and are pumped up, and I

think that is why we have

been pretty good at home
and then struggled some on
the road," said head coach Ed
Schilling.

The Raiders (5-11, 0-3

MCC) will try to turn things
around as the Wisconsin
schools (Green Bay and
Milwaukee) invade the Nutter

Center this week.

In action last Thursday,
the Raiders fell behind by 26
points to Detroit in the first
half.
Wright State were treated
to a three-point shooting
clinic courtesy of the Titans
as they connected on 11 of 14
attempts (79 percent) in the
first half on their way to a 5125 lead.
Junior Kevin Melson, who
returned to his home state,
struggled early on before
joining center Israel Sheinfeld
in a second half run that

would make the score close.
Sheinfeld who is proving
to be a fonnidable post
player in the conference
finished with 23 points, while
Melson added 15 to lead the
Raider attack.
In the end, the final
numbers showed that Wright
State lost the game with 15
turnovers in contrast to just

five for Detroit (10-6, 2-1
MCC) as they held on for 7565 victory.

The team then traveled to
the Goodman Arena, on the
campus of Cleveland State, on
Saturday for their third MCC
contest.
The Raiders got off to a
better start after jumping out

to a 9-3 lead four minutes

into the game.
With the contest locked
up at 19 with seven minutes
remaining in the first half, the
Vikings went on a 24-8 run to

build a 43-27 half time lead .

Senior guard Damon Stringer
picked up 15 first half points

to lead Cleveland State.
Wright State closed the
lead to 10 with just over four
minutes on the clock but lost
their shooting touch the rest
of the way.
The Raiders would go
scoreless the rest of the way
as they fell to the Vikings 6955.

Stringer led Cleveland
State with 19 points, seven

assists and three steals.
The Vikings also got nice
contributions from Sonny
Johnson who notched 13
points and James Madison
who scored 12 points.
Cleveland State find

themselves atop the MCC
standings with a perfect 4-0

conference record and have
won nine of their last 11
games.

Sheinfeld once again put
up a solid performance in his
second season as he finished
with 23 points and eight
rebounds.

Sophomore Marcus May

added 12 points and a team

high nine rebounds.

Melson chipped in 1l
points and seven rebounds.
Wright State will try to

regroup against the Milwaukee Panthers (9-6, 2-1 MCC). p

on Thursday. Green Bay (1lip
3-0 MCC) will come into

Raider Country on Saturday

boasting a three- game
winning streak.

"We have to become

more consistent, but I think a
lot of it is due to youth and
inexperience," said Schilling.
"The bottom line is that
no one that we play is going
to care about that [youth and
inexperience} and we just got
to be able to fight through."

l
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Campus recreation does rock, provides services to students
While the temperature
continues to drop during
the winter quarter, Wright
State Campus Recreation is

just beginning to heat up.

Many students have

9und intramural and other
Campus Recreation facilities as an excellent way to
take a break from the
stress of the classroom.
The Student Union
includes a fitness center,
swimming pools, racquetball courts, a gymnasium
and a billiards room complete with an arcade.
The Nutter Center is
home to four basketball
and volleyball courts.
The gym is overlooked

by a running track, which
stretches to almost oneninth of a mile. A weight
room is also located on the
second floor and includes a
variety of free weights.
"The winter quarter is

definitely our busiest

time," explained Intramural

Supervisor Eric Corbitt.
"We have several events
going on. Everyone with
their New Year's resolution
is headed into the fitness

center."

The several events

include 23 different sports,

clubs and intramural
activities that provide
students with a variety of
challenging activities.
"Our biggest thing is
basketball, we usually get
between 55-60 teams," said

Corbitt. "We would like to
see participation increase

Juniors Missy
Roseberry and Theresa
Bugner are student workers
at the Student Union
Campus Recreation office.

information on these
events call 775-5816.
in wallyballand inner-tube
Students interesting in
water polo. If somebody
forming a sports club can
came in and participated
contact the campus recreone time, they would be
"I don't think there are ation office at 775-5817.
hooked."
enough kids who are
Corbitt explained that
Wright State plays host· involved, but it is growing several adapted athletic
to 21 active clubs includ- and it has gotten bigger in teams are up and running
ing: sky diving, aviation,
the past two to three years this quarter.
and women's club volley- that l have been here. You
The long list of sports
ball.
can come in here and start includes anything from
Junior Renne Lahey, a
up any club. They [stuaquatics in the swimming
member of the women's
dents] could come in here
pool to wheelchair football
club volleyball team, said
and start up football,"
in the Student Union Gym.
the team resumes play on
explained Roseberry
Campus Recreation will
Feb. S at Ohio State and
"Since there is not a
be rocking throughout the
will travel to University of
football team in the athquarter with several events
Kentucky on Feb. 12.
letic program, club football taking place.
"We practice two days a is a possibility. It is just
Be sure to visit their
week, and we are off to a
simply filling out a couple
homepage at
good start for this being
papers," said Bugner.
www.wright.edu/students/
our first year," explained
The outdoor recreation rec or link to the page off
Lahey.
special trips included a ski the Wright State home
trip last weekend.
page, which can answer
Winter camping will
many of your questions.
take place later this month
"You can register for all
while rock climbing and
scuba· diving will take place
next month. For more
See "Campus" p.16
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Graduate Study
in Biomedical Sciences
"Pssst...

g272
If tHey're Good

Thar way You can Buy

a cAr and stoP taiNg»
tHe bus." :
j

%

s

f
h

(then

~
to $18,500/ Year Stipend
• Paid Tuition, Fees & Health Insurance

• Up

.&:., ±7

'

• Over 100 Million Dollars for Research Projects
• Over 200 Renowned Scientists/Mentors

aPPly at www.versity.com and eArn to leaRn
you cAn buy whatever vou want)

-a/wars (1440.365) oPen-

University of Cincinnati Medical College also has winning teams in 12
outstanding graduate programs in the biomedical sciences, including
areas of study in cell biology, developmental biology, environmental
health, neuroscience, molecular genetics, biochemistry, microbiology,
physiology, patho biology, molecular medicine, pharmacology and a
combined MD/PhD) program.

PLEASE

Where to go when you need to know.

Bridgette Harrison

CONTACT: University of Cincinnati

College of Medicine

phone: 513.558.5625
fax: 513.558.2850

email: bridgette.harrison@uc.edu
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Bombers slip on ice, drop two of three

By Jason Seaman
Sports Editor

·

The Dayton Bombers
hit a slippery spot on the
ice last week as they
dropped two games in a
row.
However, they did,
start last week with a
win over Wheeling, but
then failed to pick
up any points in two
games with Peoria.
The Bombers are

ing this year.
"We played two solid
periods [first and third]
of hockey. We need to
stay consistent for 60
minutes of hockey
though," added Ireland.
On Friday, Dayton
hosted Peoria and fell
behind 2-0 after the first
two periods.
Dayton wouldn't let
the Rivermen shut them
out though, as Brad
Holzinger notched a
Bomber goal in the
third period.
Trevor Wasyluk
added an empty net
goal for the hat trick
with time expiring. That
is the fourth hat trick
Dayton has allowed this

high five straight goals
for the victory at home.
MacPherson
scored his first natural
hat trick on the season
and added two assists
for a Bomber high five
points for the night.
Tom Nemeth added a
goal and three assists,

undefeated (4-0-1)

on Wednesdays, and
they put that record
on the line last week
against division rival
Wheeling.
Dayton got
things started early
as All-Star Jeff
Mitchell and Forbes
MacPherson scored
goals in the first
period for a Dayton

2-0 advantage.

e/

Raider Rap

"Regarding the "Fair Weather" fans comments: If you think men's basketball is
bad-check out the lack of attendance at
women's basketball! Come on peoplelet's support our teams! It's FREE for

students!"
"I think its pathetic that we have an ECHL hockey

team play on our campus, yet there is hardly any
students there. We get a discount, and the games
are pretty fun when you can get a group of friends
to go, so go out and support at least one team on
this campus."
"The men's team is struggling, and they haven't
won a game on the road. We are now 0-3 in the
conference and that hurts. The good news is that
they are hosting two games this week so we need
to get out there and support them. We need these
two wins to make a run in the conference.
GO RAIDERS!"

season in the 4-1 loss.

l

g

"Ithought the first

' G period was good. The
jg difference in this game

g Was that Peoria's shots

In the second
.._
_.
period, the Nailers
scored three unanJamie Ling was named captain for
swered goals for a 3- the Northern All-Stars yesterday.
2 lead.
Jamie Ling contributed
"I thought we played
two goals and an assist,
well in the first [period]
and Jim Baxter notched
but the second period
two assists.
has been a letdown for
Goalie Alex Westlund
us all year," said head
stopped 34 shots for the
coach Greg Ireland.
win. The Bombers scored
The Bombers then
the first short-handed
replied with a season
goal given up by Wheel-

Spring Break 2000! All the information you
need. Panama City-Daytona-Key WestSouth Padre.
www.yourspringbreak.com

s went it. It was not a

£ were
good not
effort,
and we
happy," commented Ireland.
These two teams
would meet again Saturday night with the same
result.
Brian Ridolfi and
Mitchell scored two early
goals for Dayton in the
first and Holzinger
added one in the second
period.
The Rivermen were
going to use it's home
ice advantage and score
three unanswered goals
for the win.
Assists were credited

to Holzinger and Ling
added three himself in
the losing effort.
"We were short
benched so I thought the
guys played fantastic.
The guys stuck together,
and a bad call in the
third period was the
difference," added Ireland.
The ECHL All-Star
game is this Wednesday,
and the game will be
replayed on ESPN2 on
Thursday at 2 p.m.
Ling was announced
this week as the captain

for the Northern squad.
Mitchell will represent
Dayton as well.

"They both represen' f

this team well on and o
the ice," said

Ireland.
The Bombers finally
will have a three game
homestand this weekend
as they host the defending Kelly Cup Champions, the Mississippi Sea
Wolves, Friday and
Sunday.
They also host the
Huntington Saturday
night.
"It will be nice to be
home and practicing in
one place. The guys can
get their heads focused,
clear any mental fatigue,
and heal wounds," concluded Ireland.

"Campus" continued
intramural sports on

line," explained Corbitt.
Students interesting
«:«»N&FY IK-:FESS A3N' '3AININ; F-TIAN.I.

in forming a sports club
can contact the campus

s «'Ar&a<«»I.N.I«»IN, «>»EK

5817.
In addition students

NF«»N&ITH::FE s;NII»IN; «Ar«VISA K ,
2.43s sSauI IN «; IS«»IN«» NH Is IN
IL«»HK SAM IEE» »IENS IN:; F& S3 TV IK-:KC 4»IN:: IN»

s7.5» p»x- Nax -

a4 LE«»re s;HY:NS=;
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recreation office at 775-

are encouraged to attend
Sport Club Council

meetings held once a

month at w025 Student
Union. The next meeting
will be held Monday, Feb

7 at 7 p.m.

Wednesday,

RAIDER
CALENDAR

WED

19

®@ MEN'S

BASKETBALL

20
UWM

21

7:05

SAT
22

UWGB
1:35

SUN

23

MON
24

TUE

25

p.m.

p.m.

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL

at
Butler*
at
Wittenberg

SWIMMING &
DIVING

LSU

11 a.m.

Missi- Hunt- Mississippi
ington ssippi
7:30 p.m. 7:30 p.m 6 p.m.

DAYTON
BOMBERS
Home games in Bold.

FR:

THU

MCC Game

Men's tennis starts at Louisville Friday (noon)

your comments, opinions, ings or rem
printed in Raider Rap? Juste-mail us at

wsuguardian@yahoo.com and keep it r '
Thanks for all you e-mails and kee

Raider Profile

Jess Van Der Geest
Senior, Forward Women's Baskertball Team

•
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Birthday:
March 27, 1978
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation (concentration in Athletic
Training)
Why you chose
WSU: "I liked the
players, coaches
and the university."
Why you chose
your number: "I had
it all my life."
Favorite basketball
player:
Michael Jordan
Favorite athlete:
The
Rock
•
Favorite sport besides basketball:
Volleyball
Favorite sports
team: Green Bay
Packers
Favorite place to
play basketball:
• "When we played in
Hawaii."

Merrill, WI/ Merrill H.S.

Favorite actor:

Denzel Washington
Favorite actress:
Sandra Bullock
Favorite movie:

"The Green Mile"

Favorite TV show:

"Friends"

·Last CD purchased:

"Black Diamond"

(Angie Stone)
Favorite musician:
Sisqo- Dru Hill
Favorite ice cream
flavor: Rocky Road
Favorite restaurant:
"Red Lobster"
Favorite food:
Papa John's
breads ticks
Favorite drink:
Gatorade
Best book you've
read: "I don't really
have a favorite."
Hobbies: "I like to
play football and ultimate frisbee outside,
hang out with friends,
play sand volleyball
and rollerblade.
Pet peeve: "I hate
when people slurp
their food, especially
soup."

Most memorable moment in basketball: "It
will be when we win
the conference
tournament this year.
Also beating

Milwau-

kee last year at home
was memorable."
Most embarrassing
moment in basketball:
"When I was in 7th
grade, I got a rebound
and shot it back up on
the wrong basket."
Part of your game
that needs improvement: "My confidence
in shooting and threepoint shooting."
Best part of your
game: "My rebounding
and hustle."
Where do you see
yourself IO years
from now: "I would
like to coach, already
ended my basketball
career playing some
where, married, and
started to have kids."
Four players I'd draft
for my team: "Michael
Jordan, Sheryl Swoopes, Jason Williams and
Chris Webber."

WKU beats wsu

WSU hosted and were
beat by Western Kentucky
University on Saturday
afternoon.
The men fell short 132110, and the women lost 12287.

"WKU are strong swim-

mers. We did well, but just
could not pull out the win,"
said senior captain Sarah
Green.

"Our coaches thought we

were a pretty even matchup.
They gave us a two day rest
before the game to give us an
edge over WKU, but we hit
the water and it just wasn't
there. The guys put up a great
fight at the meet, but came

up short," said sophomore
Stephanie Waldbillig
The men's team finished
first in five events including:
1000 freestyle, the 200, one
meter diving, 500 freestyle,
and three meter diving.
The women's squad won
four events including: the 200
backstroke, 500 freestyle, 200
breaststroke, and the 400
relay-freestyle.
This weekend WSU (5-3)
will be in action on Friday
against Wittenberg which is
located just 20 minutes down
675. On Saturday, they will
host nationally ranked
Louisiana State University.

- Brandy Hollon

Earn extra cash for
Spring Break..
Donate

Plasma
Earn up to

$200 a month

bay donating potentially
lifesaving plasma! Visit our friendly,

moder center and find cut mere about the
opportunity to earn cash while helping others.
As par of a ompany rasearch program, an
xperimertal test will be performed on your
plasma which could potentially benefit plasrra

product recipients in the years to come! Your
research participation is srdirely voluntary;
however, it is required if you want to donate
plasma.

au
lecc=r\VT=cor
ill"

fc»--Slervlea. Ins.

165 E. Helena St.
Dayton, OH 45404

Hours: M-F:

New Donors Earr
$195 in 21 Days!

937-224-1973
6:30 am- 8 pm Saturday and Sunday 10 am· 4 pm

Classifieds
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Personal Care Assistant
needed for College Park
Resident. Mornings, nights,
and weekends. $7.00 per
hour. If interested call
Patrick at 775-1502.
Personal care for male
faculty in Beavercreek. $9
per hour, Early mornings 68am transportation

Upscale downtown coffee
house/restaurant seeking
bright energetic, creative
staff for evening weekends,
starting at $6.25 per hour.
Slugs or slobs need not
apply. Call 228-1948.
PIZZAMAKERS part-time
and full-time, day, evening,
and weekend hours available. Joe's Pizzeria, 4313
Airway Rd. Riverside. 2 538154.

needed. Every other day, no

$6000 per month processing government mortgage
refunds. No experience

775-4875

ext. 119.

experience necessary. Call

First Premier Bank Card
Solutions seek two or three
students to set appointments for our direct sales
force. Flexible hours, will
work around school schedule call 937-866-2318.
Local company filling entry
level position in customer
retail sales/ service, no
telemarketing or door-todoor sales. $11.4 5 baseappt. Full and Part time
with flexible hours. May
earn up to 15 College
Credits. $40,000 in Scholarships awarded, conditions
exist, must be 18. Call 937-

436-3580.

Daycare: Need somebody to
care for 2 children ages 6
and 9. Work in our home,
three to four afternoons a
week Would like help with
homework, tutoring. Close
to WSU. Own transport ation. Call 429-8669.
CUSTOMER SERVICE/
MARKET RESEARCH
Nationally recognized
market research company
has part-time evening
positions available. LOCA TED ACROSS FROM
WRIGHT STATE. Minimum
of 16 hours per week,
maximum of 3 2 hours per
week No selling or marketing involved. Casual work
environment. Must be
comfortable working on a
computer ( no software
skill required). $7.50-9.50
per hour.
If interested , call REMEDY

needed. 1-888-649-3435

Waitress evenings parttime will train. Apply in
person after 1 pm Clancy's
Tavern 5514 Burkhardt Rd.
Looking for a dependable
individual with reliable
transportation for part/full
time cleaning position.
Starting pay is $7.50
hourly. Work in teams.

Englewood/Vandalia area.

Males are encouraged to
apply. Call Joan 463-0753.

Travel
Spring Break Specials!
Bahamas Party cruise five
days $ 2 79! Include Meals!
Awesome beaches, night
life! Cancun & Jamaica 7
Nights From $399! Florida
$ l 29springbreaktravel.com

1-800-678-6386

GO DIRECT! #1 Internetbased Spring Break company offering WHOLESALE
pricing! We have the other
companies begging for
mercy! All destinations!
Guaranteed Lowest Price! 1-

800-367-1252

www.springbreakdirect.com

The Guardian

SPRING BREAK 2000!
Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida.
Call UAS Spring Break for a
free brochure, rates and
ask how you can GO FOR
FREE! ASK ABOUT OUR
LAST MINUTE SPECIALS!! 1-

newspaper

www.usaspringbreakcom

at 438-2500.

Wright State University's student

888-777-4642

SIZE DOES MATTER!
BIGGEST BREAK
PACKAGE BEST PRICE

Semen Donors Needed
Earn $200 per specimen.
Fairfax Cryobank in Dayton
seeks healthy college eduFROM $29
cated
males age 18-44 to
WWW.SPRINGER EAKHQ,COM
participate
in a 6 month se1 800-224-GULF
men donor program. Call

For Rent
-Walk to Campus. Base-

ment apartment at
Cimarron sleeps 3, $499/
month (cheap! $166 per
person). Private entrance,
free laundry facility. -Only
one of this kind, 2-story

unit, 2-bedroom, new

carpet, washer/dryer hookup, all kitchen appliances,
1 & 1/2 baths, newly
redecorated, $685. -Large
corner unit, 2-story, 2bedroom newer carpet,
washer/dryer furnished, all
other appliances, 1 and 1/2
baths, $825. Central heat/
air in all units. Call Paul

320-1355.

2 BR Apartment. Close to
WSU. Clean, Spacious,
Newly painted. Gas heat, A/
C, Appliances, Laundry,
Carport, on bus lines. No
Pets/ Smokers. $420/mo.

Deposit/Lease 427-5800

House For Rent
3 bedrooms available May
2000 Kitchen appliances
provided washer/dryer,
new carpeting 3 blocks
from UD campus call 4394522.
4 bedroom loft for Rent. 2
blocks from UD campus
Pingpong table/ Bar/
Kitchen Appliances/
Washer/ Dryer provided 2
baths call 439-4522.
Walking Distance to WSU 2
BR OFF Campus Forest

Lane. 937-879-5184.

Services
Professional Editing/
Proofreading Services. 30
years experience. Flexible
Rates. No project too big
or too small. (937) 2543610.

Out Earn Lawyers! Offering affordable legal plan!
Huge need income. Training/bonus program. Home
based business. Call (937)

251-3009.
(937) 285-0083 for an appli- Retire Wealthy! Be a f,,, ®®
services broker. We make

cation.

attorneys affordable!

Networkers/homemakers

Fraternities-SororitiesClubs-Student Groups
Student Organizations

wanted. Training/bonus
program. Call (937) 251-

the easy CIS three hour
Fundraising event. No
sales required.
Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call
today! Contact Dan

Give the gift of life. Women
needed to help loving but infertile couple through maternal surrogacy. Any nationality acceptable. Excellent

campusfundraiser .com.

To advertise in The
Guardian, call x5537.

earn $1000-$2000 with

3009 today.

Wolman at CIS, (800) 7975743 x 301, or visit www.

compensation. 800-4505343.

Campus Shuttle

Schedule 1999/2000
ROUTE 3 Saturdays Only
HAMILTON FOREST COLLEGE

HALL/ SU LANE

2:00
3:00

205
3:05

6:25

6:30

4:00
7:25

8:25
MEIJER

2:25

VILLAGE PINE HALL

2:15

2.20

4: 10

3:20
4:20

6:35

6:40

6:45

8:30 8:35

8:40

4:05

7:30

7:35

OFFICE
MALL
DEPOT FOOD CT

4:25

2:35
3:35
4:35

6:50

7:00

9:00

2:10
3:10

3: 15
4: 15

3:.25

7:50

PARK

WOODS

8:00
9:15

2:50

3:50

4:50
7:15
8:15
9:30

7:40

7:45

8:45

*These runs
are drop off
only, there is
no pick-up
after these
times!

Wednesday, Jan. 19, 20 00

Donors Needed
Healthy women between
18 and 3 3 years of age are

The Guardian 19

The Guardian is
looking for volunteer
writers for all sections.
For more inlormation,
call Hayley at x5540.

a\}led to be egg donors.

i3# edical insurance is re-

quired. Initial screening
will be done by telephone
interview. Participation requires laboratory evaluation, physical examination,
ultrasounds, I.Q. testing,
frequent office visits, daily
ections, and egg reeval.
Financial compen•
sation is provided. If interested, please call (937) 2850083.

1S

ver-

ATTENTION MEDICAL,
NURSING, AND DENTAL
STUDENTS: You'll find the
best prices on all your text
books and supplies at
www.discountmedbooks.com

· SPRING BREAK

......
fa

SUN-SURF-PARTY

5-7 nights Deluxe .[[y

IM
oom Packages

~ -

$!

.9'!

ore uo, call
an» a x5537.

BIGGEST POOL DECK PARTIES

Tropical gf Brochures
Beaches F
&
of Florida
Reservations
Limited Availabilit F

1-877-257-5431

www.floridaspringbreak.com

{

Route 2 Monday - Friday Until 6:55PM

Route 1 Monday - Thursday Until 10:05PM and Friday Until 6:05PM
LOT20
7:30 AM 9:50
7:40
10:00
10:10
7:50
8:00

8:10
8:20

8:30
8:40
8:50

9:00

9:10
9:20
9:30
9:40

LOT20
12:30 PM
12:50

1:10

1:30
1:40

1:50

2:00

2:10

2:20

2:30
2:40

2:50
3:00

3:10
3:30
3:50
410

10:20

10:30

10:40

10:50

11:00
11:10

11:20
11:40

12:00

12:20

4:30

4:50
5:10

5:30
5:50
6:10
6:30

MILLETT

7:35 AM

7:45
7:55
8:05

8:15

8:25
8:35

8:45
8:55
9:05
9:15
9:25
9:35

9:45

12:55
1:15
1:35
1:45

1:55

2:05

2:15

8:15

2:35
2:45
2:55

8:50
9:10

9:30
9:50

10:15
10:25

10:35

10:45

10:55
11 :05
11 :15

11:25

11:45

12:05

12:25

MCLIN GYM

12:35 PM

6:50

8:30

9:55
10:05

2:25

3:05

3:15
3:35

3:55

4:15

4:35
4:55

5:15
5:35

5:55
6:15
6:35
6:55

8:20

8:35
8:55

9:15

9:35
9:55

MCLIN GYM
7: 45
7:55
8:05
8:15

AM 10:05

8:25

8:35
B:45
8:55
9:05
9:15
9:25
9:35
9:45
9:55
MILLETr
12:45 PM

1:05
1:25

1:45
1:55

2:05
2:15

2:25

2:35

2:45
2:55

3:05
3:15
3;25

3:45
4:05
4:25

10:15
10:25

10:35

10:45

10:55
11:05
11 :15
11:25

11:35
11:55
12:15

12:35

4;45

5:05
5:25
5:45

6:05
6:25

6:45

7:05

8:45

PARK

8:55

9:40

9:00

9:45

10:15
11:00

10:20

10:25

10:30

12:35
1:20

11:55

12:00

12:30

t 1:50

11:05

11 :45

1:15

2:00
2:45
3:30
4:15
5:00
5:45
6:30
MILLETT
HALL

7:40
8:25
9:10
9:55
10:40
11:25

12:10
3:10

10:05

9:35

9:30

8:45

9:45

7:20
8:05
8:50

8:00

12:55

9:05
9:25

LANE

7:15

8:10
8:25

WOODS
VILLAGE PINE HALL
7:35
7:30
7:25
8:20
8:15
8:10

FOREST COLLEGE

HAMILTON
HALL/ SU

1:40

2:25
3:55

4:40
5:25
6:10
6:55

2:05
2:50

MCLIN

3:35
4:20
5:05
5:50
6:35

11:10

12:40

1:25

2:10

2:55
3:40
4:25

5:10

5:55

6:40

11:15

10:.05

10:50
11 :35
12:20
1:05
1:50
2:35
3:20

4:05

4:50
5:35
6:20

11.20

12:45

12:05
12:50

2:15

2:20

1:30

3:00
3:45
4:30

5:15

6:00
6:45

GYM

7:50
8:35
9:20

9:05
9:50
10:35

C

1:35

3:05

3:50
4:35
5:20
6:05
6:50

20
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Spring Break 2000! All the infor-
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%

mation you need. Panama CityDaytona-Key WestSouth Padre.
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 27, 2000
11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
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www.yourspringbreak.com
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± Shake Your Groove Thang!!! k 5
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Friday, January 21 #
'ii1
8:00 p.m. to Midnight

SWt-4
Owrs
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Featuring Orquestra Tempo

Mix 107.1 Friday DANCE pARTy returns the third Friday of every month.
. On February 18, it's SWING NIGHT with Jump-n-Jive Swingtet.

Enjoy pizza and refreshments!
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THE DAITON AT INS[TT'TE s 456 Brboute Park North • Dyto @ www.daytunrtinvitute.org

Wr-iaht itate

IDaiders
vs.
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(thelatin Dance Band from.
DAI GOES BLACK & WHITE! event)
and FREE Latin dance lessons from Always_ Ballroom.
Free Munchies • Cash Bar • Galleries are Open

Then take advantage of Liberal Arts Students Advising Day,
an opportunity to visit your selected department or program
office for faculty-assisted academic and career advising on a
walk-in basis.

For more information contact your current or prospective
major department, the Liberal Arts Advising Office in
445 Millett, or call 775-2601.
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TIii-: UA\'TON AU'I' I\STITl'TE
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Are you a Liberal Arts major?
Are you considering a major in Liberal Arts?
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Miami Valley
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Winter Camping Trip
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Saturday, January 22
McLin Gym, Ervin J. Nutter Center
11:00 a.m.
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Sponsored by Outdoor Tree

January 28 - 1 Night Only
$10 fee
covers all gear,
food & transportation.

Wheelchair Basketball Game

Register by January 24
in the Office of Campus Recreation
E009 SU.

